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IMAGING OF COMPLEX SUBSURFACE STRUCTURES BY VSP MIGRATION 

JINMING ZHU’ AND LARRY LIN& 

r 
ABSTRACT 

The wwway nonrenecting wave equation cm be used I” migrw 
EeiSmiC reflection *aa effectively. In tili, paper. WC apply such a 
pmcedurc to vertical seismic protiling (VW) data in order to image 
Vnri”“s compter StrUCtUreS and 1” help tackle pr”hlcms in rcEelY”ii 
developmrnt by liclining ,tlc ex,en, of Ihe porous rrsewir ruck. 
*ppticatians show that this migration method currcdy images tile 
complicated subsurface layers of the earth and sdvrs lithdogwll 
prohlemi and 6tructurat problems wilh high signal-to-noise ratios. 
Various data examples from Chinese oil tieldr show that The VW 
lnigmti”” was abk co image compter geological targets aruund tile 
b,,reh”,c which were “0, c,carly revealed hy “SPCDP stacked xc- 
iims and rwiice s&WC recll”“\. 

INTROM!CTlON 

In China, geophysicists started systematic studies of VSPs 
in the early l98Os, and in 1985 China National Petroleum 
Corporation listed VSP (vertical seismic profiling) as one of 
its major Science and Technology Projects during the 
nation’s seventh five-year period. From then on, many VSP 
data sets were acquired in various areas of China. In these 
areas there exist several difficult technological problems in 
the acquisition and processing of VSP data as described by 
Hardage (1983). Here we will present several examples 
showing how we tackle reserv”ir charactcrization problems 
by imaging complex structures using a VSP migration algo- 
rithm (Zhu et al., 1989). 

Reverse-time migration is a general method which has 
been studied for years fbllowing the research of McMechan 
(1983) and Whitmorc (1983). It is based on the symmetry of 
the full-wave equation in time, which makes it possible to 
extrapolate the recorded wave fields backwards in time by 
using essentially the same finite difference code as applied in 

the forward modelling of the wave field. It is known from 
Claerbout’s imaging principle that the extrapolated wave 
fields of stacked data at time zew are just the migrated 
image. However, for vertical seismic profiling (VSP) data, 
we must extrapolate s”urce and recorded wave fields sepa- 
rately in order to do migration. As pointed out by Clacrbout 
(I 97 I ), a rcllrctor exists where the s”urcc and the recorded 
wave fields arc in phase. 

In the last decade, much work has been done to image the 
subsurface by VSP data. Balch and Lee (I 984) presented 
their results using a Kirchhoff-style algorithm. However, the 
problem with this algorithm was the severe migration smiles 
which are characteristic of Kirchhoff migrations on limited 
aperture data. Chang and McMcchan (1986) have implc- 
mentcd reverse-time migration by using the excitation-time 
imaging c”nditi”n. They used smoothed migration velocity 
functions to reduce migration artifacts produced by model 
interface reflections. Chang and McMcchan’s method 
applied finite-difference wave equation calculations for 
receiver wave-field extrapolation and applied inexpensive 
ray tracing calculations f”r the source wave-field cxtrapola- 
tion. Our application of reverse-time migration and 
Claerbout’s imaging principle to VSP migration is similar to 
the method described by Chang and McMechan (I 986). 
since this prcstack migration can be used for arbitrary 
sourcc-rcccl”cr gcometr,es. 

REVIEW OF THE AI.~~OKI.I.HM 

Offset VSP data can be viewed as a shot profile with the 
source in the surface and receivers along a borehole. Thus, 
we can f<,llow prestack depth migration procedures used in 
the shot profile migration, as described by Reshef and 
Kosloff (1986). These procedures consist of three steps, 
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source wave-field extr;tpolation. recorded wave-field extrap- 
elation and imaging. These are the essrnlial steps in what 
Chang and McMechan (1986) called “reverse-time migration 
wing Ihe encilation-time imaging condilion”. 

Without loss of generality, we describe the algorithm by 
considering the VSP response to a point diffractor as shown 
in Figure I. which is a simplified version of a figure from 
Chang and McMcchnn‘s papa The recording pcomctry COII- 
sisls 01 3 surlace source S, a point diffractor iI, and a hore- 
hole receiver R. Due to Huygens’ principle, this represents a 
general model since reflections can he considered as a sum 
of point diffractions, and complicated subsurface reflectors 
can he represented by a set of appropriate point diffractors. 
These difl’raclors act as secondary sources of seismic energy 
the swngth of which is proportional to the rcflcctivity at that 
point. A diffracted arrival SLIR tra\,cls from source S, is 
diffracted at II and is recorded at R. The total diffraclion 
tra\seltime is given by f = fy,I+f,In, where fg,) is the 
source-diffractor fravcltime and I ,)H is the diSfracto-receiver 
lrnvellime. We can migrale Ihe arrival SDR by hackpropagat- 
ing the observed arrival hack to time r = I.~,~, and then adding 
the reflection amplitude to the depth image at point II. This 
rcquircs computation of ly,). the excitation time for point 
diffractors. 

The first step of source wave-field extrapolation involws 
determining the excitation time for all the secondwy sources 
in Ihc medium. The cxcitalion time calculalion is done hy 
solving the eikonal equation: 

(1) 

where vlx. z) is velocity which varies both vertically and I& 
erally and f denotes time. This equation is used to compute 
the imaging time of cvcry point in rhc image space, and this 
computation corresponds to the simple extrapolation of the 
source wave field. Equation (I) can he solved in several 
ways. Hcrc WC adopt Vidale‘s finite-difference scheme 
(Vidale. IYXRj for computing the (ravcllimcs from the source 
to \ccondary xxmxs (image points) in the subsurface. 

Having determined the source wave-field extrapolation. 
the next step involves computation of the receiver wwsfield 
extrapolation. For this we use the two-way nonreflecting 
wave cquatm: 

where P denotes pressure. Not only is it able to describe 
upgoing and downgoing wave motions like Ihe CLIII-~~~~ 
equations, it also has the capability of eliminaling or rcduc- 
ing reflections during migration - a property formerly con- 
sidered to he the characteristic of one-way wave equations. 
Discretizing equation (2) in (I, ;. t)-space by the finite-differ- 
ence technique. we obtain a recursive formula for extrapolal- 
ing Ihc rccordcd VSP dala in lime-rcvcrscd or&x That is. 

the recorded data are propagated backward in time from the 
receiver 11) a difl’raclor point. This reverse-Lime extrapolation 
is a finite-difference boundary value prohlcm in which lime- 
rcvcrscd samples of the trilces recorded at the rcccivcrs act as 
boundary values. 

The third step 01 the migration algorilhm is applied at every 
slcp of the reverse-time extrapolation of the recorded wave 
fields. At cxtrapohuion time r,,n the diffrxlion recorded at R 
has backward~pn,p:lg;lted from time f = fm+r,,H ro time fglI. By 
applying Claerbout‘s imaging principle. the reflection saw 
pie is elfeclively imaged hy adding the sample ampliludc 1~1 
the depth image at point 11. .This procedure provide\ a locus 
of reflection point scatwing images for a given source and 
receiver pair. If this process is rcpcnwd for a numhcr of 
sources and rcccivcrs and the retlection image is continually 
summed, the images constructively interfere at the true 
rcllcction points. A dctuilcd description 01 the ahove proce- 
durc is given hy Chang and McMechan (1096). 

This imaging method is very similar 10 the Procedure\ 
used on VSP hy Whitmore and I.ines (1’486). except that 
Whitmol-e and Lines compute source wvc fields by USC of 
finite~difference wave~field computation\ ruthcr than using 
the faster eikonal equation solver. 

AIW.IC.I.IONS IN RESEHVOIK Dw~I.o~~I~N~I 

Hongjiwi Oilficld is one OS Ihc major oil producing areas 
in the Changqing Oilficld. Much seismic work has been done 
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Fig. 1. VSP imaging of a point diffractor D. The diffraction along path 
SDR is recorded at receiver Rat time i = tso+toR The excitation time 
for the diffractor D is the direct traveltime tso from the source S fo the 
diffractor D. Migration consists of backward propagating the recorded 
wave field for a time interval tno and applying Claerbou?s imaging 
principle. The diffraction sample at time f = tso+ron IS effectively 
imaged at the diffractor D(after Chang and McMechan, 1986). 
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in this area before, and the very first three-component VSPs 
in China were acquired there. In the mid-1980s, VSPs were 
designed and measured in five wells in the oil field by geo- 
physicists from Companie Generale de Geophysique (CGG) 
and processed by Geophysical Research Institute (GRI) in 
Zhuozhou, China. The major objectives were to obtain high- 
resolution reflections, to determine geological horizons and, 
finally, to determine the detailed geological variations of 
horizons and lithologies between the wells. 

The VSP data set presented here is from well Hong 13-4 
in which one zero-offset VSP and three offset VSPs were 
acquired. Figure 2a shows the position of well Hong 13-4 (a 
producing well) relative to well Hong 13.5 (a dry hole) and 
the shotpoint for the offset VSP presented here which is 
1000 m from well Hong 13-4. All acquired data were three- 
component VSPs. We migrated the VSP data set with 1000 
m offset. The recordings were taken from depth 2190 m up 
to 1660 m with a 10-m receiver interval. So a total of 54 
traces were uniformly recorded. Following Whitmore and 
Lines (1986). we preprocessed the three-component VSP 
data to get a data set suitable for VSP reverse-time migra- 
tion. The main preprocessing includes vector decomposition, 
filtering, deconvolution and wave-field separation. The pur- 
pose of vector decomposition is to form a component trace in 
which only the compressional waves are described. Wave- 
field separation is performed by f-k filtering by just selecting 
the spectrum component corresponding to the upgoing wave 

Fig. 2. (a) Relative location map around the Hongjinzi Oilfield. The 
distance between wells Hong 13-4 and Hong 13-5 is 400 m. S repre- 
sents the shot position corresponding to the VSP data set migrated in 
this paper. The shot Sis 1000 m away from Hong 13-4 and it is on the 
side of Hong 13-5 with respect to well Hong 13-4. The shotpoint S is a 
linle bit deviated from the line connecting the two wells. 
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field. Band-pass filtering and deconvolution are applied for 
the same reasons just as they are used in surface seismic 
data. The preprocessed VSP upgoing wave field is shown in 
Figure 2b. As is shown in Figure 2b, the separated upgoing 
VSP data are mainly composed of compressional reflected 
waves with few converted wakes. This makes OUT migration 
algorithm easy and suitable to apply with a compressional- 
wave velocity model only. The velocity model consisted of a 
stack of horizontal layers with velocity function determined 
from well logging and VSP first arrivals. The migrated 
image obtained using our algorithm is given in Figure Zc, 
where the VSPCDP stacked section and the migrated surface 
seismic section passing through the wellbore and the shot- 
point are also shown. The VSP migrated section matches the 
surface seismic section reasonably well. What needs to be 
pointed out is that the formation corresponding to the event 
at 1305 ms of about 30-m thickness in the migrated section is 
the retlection from the top of Yanan #5 oil layer which is the 
major oil producing formation in the oil field. In well Hong 
13-4 much oil was found in the formation, but in well Hong 
13.5, which is only 400 metres away from Hong 13-4, no oil 
was found in this formation. The geologists of the oil field 
had been trying to understand this phenomenon but they 
could not find a reason either from the surface seismic sec- 
tion or from the VSPCDP section. This problem puzzled the 
geologists until the VSP migration result was obtained in 
1990. Our interpretation of the VSP migrated section indi- 
cates that the sandstone of Yanan #5 oil layer pinches out at 
about I50 metres away from well Hong 13-4. Therefore, the 
factor causing the difference of oiliness of the formation in 
the two wells is lithological pinch-out. This pinch-out was 
apparent on the VSP migration but not clearly shown on the 
VSPCDP stack or the migrated surface seismic data. 

APPLICATIOUS IN IMAGING COMPLEX 
STRUCTURES 

In the Sichuan area, seismic data processing has met with 
many difficulties in imaging the subsurface because of the 
complex strttctttres. Carbonate structures exist extensively 
there. The VSPs performed in the area were expected to help 
identify horizons and image complex structures more pre- 
cisely. Here we will present two such examples showing 
how our migration algorithm helps realire the objectives. 

The VSP data were from well Qili #I, a preprosprcting 
well in the eastern Sichuan area, where the structures are 
very complicated. The dips are different from formation to 
formation. The borehole goes in a complex trajectory, almost 
rotationally in the subsurface. The maximum deviation of the 
wellbore from the well position at the surface is nearly 200 
metres. There were six VSP data sets acquired in this well. 
We used the VSP data corresponding to a shotpoint with 618 
m offset. In this offset VSP data set, the seismometer depth 
ranges from 1000 m to 4160 m with a 20-m depth interval; 
so, a total of I59 traces were sampled in the well. The pre- 
processed VSP upgoing wave field is shown in Figure 3. As 
in the first example. vector decomposition is applied to the 
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Fig. 2. Cont’d. (c)Comparison of images. On the right is the VSPCDP Stacked section. The reveree-time migrated image using data shwn in Figure 
2b lies on the left. A pelt of the migrated sulface seismic section is inserted between them. Well information confirmed that the event in 1305 ms 
pinches out at about 150 m away from the wellbore. This event is evident on the VSP migration but is not obvious on the migrated surface data or the 
VSPCDP stack. 

three-component VSP data to produce the compressional complicated as the former rxamplc. This velocity-depth 
wave traces. F-k filtering is applied to the ahove composed model was crcatcd as follows. As in the second example. the 
compressional wave data to produce the upgoing wave field. oil field geoscientists provided us with a rough structural 
Deconvolution and hand-pass filtering are used an usual. model which is based on regional geological information and 
Based on the regional geological information, and the well well-logging data. Secondly, the velocity-depth model was 
logging information, a rough structural subsurface model revised by modelling the traveltimes of the first breaks of the 
was provided to us by the oil field groscirntists. Combining VSP data. Thirdly, this model was used to migrate the VSP 
the information extracted from VSP first breaks, the velocity data. Then. hased on the migrated result. thr velocity-depth 
model was refined. After migrating the data using such a model was finely edjustcd. After iteratively updating the 
model, we obtained the migrated image in Figure 4. whew model and mi@on, the final velocity model is obtained. as 
the VSPCDP stacked section is also shown. The VSPCDP shown in Figure 5. This modelling procedure is very similar 
stack did not image the structure well. Though there were no to that described by Whitmore and Lines (1986). In this well, 
available surfxe seismic data crossing the VSP section to four VSPs were acquired with the objective of drtermining 
directly compare with the VSP migrated result, the VSP steep structures near the borehole. There were problems in 
migrated image was considered to he consistent with well imaging the stesp structures with the design of thr two large 
logging in horizons and dips in the region. The geologists of offset VSP\. so these two VSPs wzre almost discarded in 
the oil field thought the image in the vicinity of Ihc boreholz processing. We essentially used the VSPs for shotpoints VI 
was especially convincing. and V2 as shown in Figure 5. For the shotpoint VI with off- 

The last example also comes from a wzll (Linbci #6) in set 215 m, I5 I traces wcrc uniformly recorded from depth 
the eastern Sichuan area. The geological model in Figure 5 3 I80 m up to I80 m with a 2-111s sampling rate. The two hor- 
shows a well drilled in a structure which is as structurally irontal components of this data set are of poor quzdity, and 
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Fig. 3. Preprocessed VSP upgoing wave field of well Qili #I. The offset of this VSP data set is 618 m. Seismometer depth cwers range from 1000 
m to 4160 m with a 10-m interval. Vector decomposition is applied lo the komponent VSP data to produce the compressional wave traces. F-kfil- 
tering is applied to the above composed compressional wave data to produce the upgoing wave field. Deconvolution and band-pass filtering are 
used as usual. 
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Fig. 4. Comparison of VSP reverse~time migrated image with the VSPCDP stacked section. Note the steep evenf~ in the migrated image with 
respect to those in the VSPCDP section. The dips shown in the migrated image are thought to be convincing. 
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Fig. 5. Geological model in the area of well Linbei #6. The data from 
shotpoints V3 and “4 are problematic in imaging the steep Str~cfures 
near the wellbore. The shotpoints V1 and V2 are not in the same 
plane with the wellbore. This model was built up in stages as 
described in the text. 

they curtain almost no useful information ahout the con- 
pressional WBYCS. There is no evident improvement in the 
composed compressional W~YC component compared fu the 
vertical component traces. So, u’e used only the :-component 
traces in migration. After,f-k filtering, the vertical component 
of the upgoing wave field is shown in Figure 6. The wave- 
field separation was not tolally successful. As indicated in 
Figure 6. there still remained periodical downgoing waves 
(lube waves) which appeared in the depth range 1400 m-W0 
m with ahout 350 ms period. Thcsc cuhc waves are lmainly 
c;ruscd by had coupling condirions in the well casing. Thcrc 
also existed strongly dipping evcnls which were considered 
10 come from out OS the offset VSP plane (sidcswipc). Bad 
coupling between the geophonc and the casing caused 
records in several segments tu contain liltlc information. In 
addition. the signal-to-noise ratio of the scparatcd upgoing 
wave fields was somewhat low. The wrt~cal upgoing wave 
field of V2 is shown in Figure 7. which is on a slightly dif- 
lerent line with respect to VI. To this data set, much cfl’orl 
was spent on VSPCDP stacking hascd on the ray theory, but 
little gain was obtained. Such limitalions of VSPCDP srack- 
ing method are outlined hy Stcwert (19911. Fortunately, our 
migration algorithm was successfully applied 10 Ihe data \et. 
The migrated images of the above wo VSP dala set\ arc 
shown in Figure 8. It is seen Ihal Ihe images in the two VSP 
migrated sections match very well a( the borehole tie point. 
And from well logging and othrr geolo@cal information. it is 
believed that the dips we correct in the rccliou above I.3 s. 
The gcologis~\ were hatisfird with the lmifrated images and 
they used the information in their inlcrprclatiuns. Thwcfore. 
the VSP migrations were judged 10 he successful. 

From all the examples which were tested, we can see Ihat 
all the migrated sections have very good signal-to-noise 
ratios. which is the henefil of using the two-way nonreilect- 
ing wave equation. In general. the VSP migrations showed 
superior resolution compared to other imaging methods. 

CONCISISIONS 

The VSP migration using the Iwo-way nonreflecting wave 
equation can describe wave propagation in all directions and 
it can also eliminate or reduce unwanted reflections during 
migration. It is able to accommodate lateral and vertical 
velocity variations. VSP migration is very successful in 
applications with imaging complex Wuctures and with reser- 
voir drvelopmenr problems. The final migrated section has a 
characteristic of high signal-to-noise ratio and is better in 
resolving thin bed structures near lhc well Ihan either 
VSPCDP slacked sections or migrated surface secLions. 
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Fig. 6. Upgoing wave fields of the offset VSP with source in VI. The offset is only 215 m to this data set. Receiver depths range from 180 m lo 3180 
m with a 20-m infer&al. There are still downgoing waves appearing in the section. and there also exist coupling problems in the depth range from 
1400 m to 920 m. The label CP represenfs coupling problems. SW labels sideswipe and PD represenfs periodical downgoing waves. 
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Fig. 7. Upgoing wave fields of the offset VW with source in VC2 There are still tube waves left in the entire section. The recording range is just 
same as that in Figure 6. 
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Fig. 8. Migrated images of VW data. On the left is the migrated image of VSP data corresponding lo source point Vl, and the image of the data COT- 
responding to source point V2 is shown on the right. The two images agree very well at the borehole tie point. 
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